
Power Sissy 
Intervention #1: 
Queer Bubbles
—————————————

I occupied a busy street corner in Asheville, North Carolina, to bless children with
bubbles that will make them queer. Not gay and lesbian, but QUEER! Bubbles of
course do not have such powers, bubbles have only the power to be bubbles, and
some parents knew that and thought the whole thing was funny and would say,
“That’s cool, I will love my children no matter what.” I took notes for the poem.

But MOST parents were not happy about Queer Bubbles at all: “Ooo bubbles,
look at the bubbles sweetheart, look at the pretty bubbles.” I would blow bubbles
for their little hands and say, “These bubbles will assure that your child will grow
up to be a healthy, happy, revolutionary Queer who will help rid the world of ho-
mophobia, misogyny, racism, and other forms of stupidity.” Parents pulled away
nervously saying, “Sorry, sorry.” One mother abruptly yanked her blond son’s
hand, “C’mon honey ice cream, ice cream!” The boy cried, reaching for the bub-
bles as she refused to look in my direction, pulling him from the queering of the
bubbles. Most parents though just said “Sorry, I’m sorry” as they walked away. I
took notes for the poem.

The fear of queer will not dissolve with sorry, the apology is not acceptable, es-
pecially if their children grow up to be queer. Asheville purports to be a liberal,
laid-back city, but Queer Bubbles pulled the veil aside for a closer look. One man
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said, “Jesus loves you.” I said, “I don’t think so.” His face screwed up and he yelled
“YES HE DOES!” Jesus loves the queers, isn’t that nice? And his angry mes -
senger roams the street to tell us so. WE MUST INSIST that a redistribution of
wealth always include The Love. How can we be there for one another? How can
we be assured that everyone gets The Love? Notes from the ritual became a poem.
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Every Feel Unfurl

I was naked
on a mountaintop
kissing someone
who loved me
people fully
clothed 9
thousand

feet
below

as   crossed   out   as   this   cage   I
say     I     belong     to     no     more
the stars let me off the hook again

this is so new I don’t get it
hear          myself sing with

a voice I do not recognize 
the best voice to happen to 

me I want it back 
each night

there is nothing little about little lights in the sky
now the pronunciation is perfect for another
morning of lips performing their duty to verb 
shrouding ourselves by light of 
damage control stations of rhetoric
lips as piglet prepared to

be hacked apart beneath a greenery of
mansions a mess the ambulance cannot reach

there is nothing little about the cicada revving up while
we think our car horns 

are so impressive
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My Faggot 
Kansas Blood 
Confessions 
to the Earth
—————————————

In a Kansas field I spent several hours burying my feet in the soil while listening
to the insects, birds and cars on the highway beyond the trees. I was born January
1, 1966 at the 838th Tactical Hospital, Forbes Air Force Base of Topeka, Kansas.
My mother said the doctor held me by my ankles and announced, “ANOTHER
FINE SOLDIER FOR JESUS!” And I say FUCK YOU to those first words said
to me! My mother ate food grown on this land when I was inside her, we drank
from the same aquifer; the sky was as big as it is today. I took notes for the poem.
I dug a hole and deposited shit, piss, vomit, blood, phlegm, hair, skin, fingernails,
semen, and tears, and in that order. I apologized for being alive. 

I apologized for having no answers on how to stop the hyper-militarized racist
police on the streets of America while the racist US military is on the streets of
Arab nations. I apologized for paying taxes that purchase the bullets, bombs, and
drones. I apologized for not convincing my queer sisters and brothers that repeal-
ing Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell was only putting a sympathetic face on a multitrillion-
dollar military-industrial complex. I apologized for not finding a way to protect
Chelsea Manning. I apologized for many things for a long while then covered the
hole holding my offerings and took more notes for my poem.
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My Faggot 
Blood on 
His Fist

the first time
someone sent 
Homer through
the internet

dot 
dot             dot
we are all
falling in

love while
standing in 

line for death
fuck this way we 
slowly adjust to suffering 
an ant finding her way home in 
the downpour
lovers are weapons subjugating your 
heart if you smell them years after they die

if you feel 
destroyed
let us talk
do not
turn it
off yet
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we dreamed
our obliteration for 
centuries then
Hollywood said

This is what it will look like
Or maybe this Or maybe this
you think it’s everyone’s job to 
make you feel good which

is why we all hate you
the disgraced hairdresser

pours us another shot
we will figure 

it out my friend 
the ocean is 

never far 
when you feel 

your pulse
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